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Created in 2001
Planning, navigation and analysis tools
Outdoor ready GPS devices
Desktop software (Windows/Mac)
Applications for iPhone/iPad/Android
Maps portfolio from all around the world
Headquarters in Spain (Barcelona)
30 employees

Firm’s vocation

The aim of CompeGPS is to help its customers to have nicer and easier Outdoor experiences, providing them 
the most powerful and professional outdoor GPS navigation software. Our products are suitable to all kinds of 
activities: hiking, climbing, skiing, mountain biking, geocaching, running, car driving, air activities...

In order to fulfil that main objective, CompeGPS is continually updating its softwares to take full advantage in 
the market. Thanks to a devoted international team, CompeGPS is continually listenning to users and trying to 
maintain a fruitful interaction to implement innovations according to their preferences and suggestions. 

Moreover, CompeGPS is constantly signing agreements with ordnance surveys from different country to offer 
the best digital cartography to its users. CompeGPS is also working hard to make its products compatible with 
the most commonly used formats.

How it all began?

CompeGPS began its incursion at GPS sector by selling its products during paragliding competitions. In 2001 
CompeGPS launched to the market its first product: Air, a specific software for aerial activities.

In its first release, Air software was able to verify if participants fulfilled the rules of the competitions and 
visted each of the points set by the organization. At that moment, Air was commonly used in that kind of com-
petitions. By doing these promotion campaigns, CompeGPS forged its own reputation at GPS sector. 

Years passed by and CompeGPS continued developing software until the launch of the terrestrial version of Air 
software: Land. Today, CompeGPS Team SL is a top company in outdoor cartographic and GPS navigation, deve-
loping applications for GPS, PC and mobile phone. Its products are recognized as best in class by international 
press and customers from around the world
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TwoNav

Land / Air

Maps Porfolio

Land and Air are softwares specially designed to get the very best out of outdoor activities: Land is the ideal 
software for terrestrial activities, while Air is has been designed for aerial activities. Softwares are compatible 
with Windows and Mac operating systems. Land and Air are the perfect tools to prepare, navigate and analyse 
routes and itineraries. Due to a very simple interface, both applications can be managed by both amateur or 
professional users.

Maps are the essential element when working with Land or Air. Get the opportunity to display several maps 
formats such as digital maps, maps downloaded from the internet, maps calibrated by the user, etc... 

Once maps have been loaded, the user will be able to manage on them all the necessary information: create 
routes, tracks and waypoints. After each outdoor activity, get the opportunity to analyze whole results with de-
tailed information and display the 3D viewing mode providing the most realistic and spectacular representation 
to replay your best performances, in real time.

TwoNav is a very intuitive and powerful software for outdoor activities. A dual navigation system (On-Road/
Off-Road) to perform most of your outdoor activities (hiking, biking, skiing, geocaching, ...). TwoNav can also 
guide you when driving. A single solution for all your orientation needs.

Let us provide you with a single navigation solution for all your orientation needs. Just one tool to find your 
way in any kind of environment.

CompeGPS presents to you one of the most extensive catalogue of maps in the market. This portfolio includes 
all kind of maps: topographic maps, orthographic maps, urban maps, elevation reliefs...

The vast majority of maps in our portfolio are provided by the state cartographic institutions: Spain (IGN), Fran-
ce (IGN), Germany (BKG), Finland (Maanmittauslaitos/Lantmäteriverke), Switzerland (SwissTopo), Netherlands 
(TDK), Belgium (IGN/NGI)... Maps contain the most accurate scale.

TwoNav application is compatible with:

 - TwoNav GPS
 - Windows and Mac
 - Smartphone: iPhone/iPad, Android, Windows Mobile

Products

Maps included in this portfolio can be used with TwoNav navi-
gation software (GPS, PC or Smartphone), as well as with Land 
and Air (route preparations and analysis).
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B to B

GPS range 

 TwoNav Aventura: The most versatile GPS in the market.
 TwoNav Sportiva: The lightest GPS for hikers.
 TwoNav Sportiva+: Get the best of your rides (ANT+ technology)
 TwoNavDelta: Specially designed for motor activities.

Our innovative products span various areas of interest, including automotive, aviation, marine, fitness, outdoor 
recreation and wireless applications. A range of four different GPS devices, each one focused on specific needs 
(all of them include TwoNav navigation system):

Get the chance to offer to your customers a simple solution for a uni-
que touristic navigation. This application allows you to customize all 
points of interest of your designed trip, both in urban zones and na-
ture.

Offer to your customers the best of our technology without prior trai-
ning: the information displayed by the GPS will be what you previously 
defined. They will only need to follow the prepared instructions.

Get the best of a unique and extremely simple interface application. 
All kind of trips can be supported by this software: pedestrian, bike, or
even 4x4...

Software integration

Tourism solution

CompeGPS is a very flexible OEM provider willing to discuss any new feature or idea comming from our custo-
mers. CompeGPS can offer you:

- Personalization: Custom all elements of the skin interface, splash screen, sounds, road appearance…

- Multilanguage support: Already translated into English, Spanish, French, Italian, German, Portuguese and   
   Catalan.
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Distribution chain

Facts & Figures

Markets

Ivan Twose: CompeGPS CEO

Ivan Twose, is president and founder of CompeGPS. He began his 
career as a programmer in the pharmaceutical company Grifols. 

In 2001 he started working on software ideas, but not until 2003, 
when he was totally devoted to his passion: develop a navigation 
software for outdoor activities.

CompeGPS is currently selling its products to over 10 countries: Spain, France, 
Germany, Italy, United Kingdom, Australia, Poland, Hungary, Finland, etc... 

CompeGPS is ready to reach other markets in the near future.

Our products are sold by distributors who resell them to retailers. CompeGPS has distributors in England, 
France and Germany.

The wide range of products offered by CompeGPS are also available at: www.compegps.com. The Website is 
currently available in English, French, Spanish and Catalan.

CompeGPS is getting bigger every year. This growth is determined due to the addition of new products and 
the penetration of this company to foreign markets. In 2009, CompeGPS doubled its benefits, and in 2010 we 
welcomed over 40.000 TwoNav users.

facebook.com/CompeGPS @CompeGPS


